2019 KMUTT Holiday School at
Lunghwa University of Science and Technology
Learning Chinese language
Teacher taught Chinese language in many lessons that can use in real life such
as vocabulary, conversation, introducing myself, counting, timing, food, place,
shopping, color, direction, career, hobby and so on.

Teacher made us feel like studying was not boring because they had activities
in our class such as quiz race that made everyone could joined in the class, made a

cup of bubble milk tea, made a stamp, and handcraft. So, I can see that everybody
participated well in activity and every class.
Explore the new experience
About 10 days that I lived in Taiwan. I learned and found the new things from
here and it was different from Thailand. First of all, it was the weather, the first day
when I arrived at Taiwan the weather was raining, windy, and cold. Next day, the
weather was still cold but I really liked the weather here that made me felt fresh. Even
though, during the time that I lived in Taiwan did not have a sunny day because If the
weather had a sunny day, it would make me feel warm. The environment here was
quite clean, waste segregation, and most people always throw trash in a trash bin, it
was hard to find some people throw trash on sideways. Public transport system was
good that made me feel comfortable in transport. The Taiwanese food’s taste was not
spicy or sour as same as Thai food but it was delicious in Taiwanese style.

The staff at Lunghwa university took us to go to many places in Taiwan for
cultural trips such as Yehliu, Pingxi Old Street, Shifen Waterfall, Beitou Thermal Valley,
Danshui Old-street, Chiang Kai-Shek Memorial Hall, Taipei 101, and Ximending.

Moreover, I went to many night market such as Xinzhuang market street, Shilin
night market, Miaokou night market, and Raohe night market. That was amazing and
many kinds of local food at night market.

The impressiveness
I impressed every staff and teacher. They always talked and take care us. Also,
they suggested and helped us all the time. They prepared meal and snacks to us.
Thank you very much

Good memories
This is a program for learning Chinese language, culture and adjust myself to
new social or new environment. Chinese language was interesting and adapt for any
further chance. I like Taiwan because they can cultivate their citizen to realize the
nature conservation and take care of other people. This program made me know new
friends and adjust myself to live with other people that never know before. I am
grateful to King Mongkut's University of Technology Thonburi for organizing this
valuable program to KMUTT’s students and I really appreciate that my university gave
a wonderful opportunity to me to join this program. I wish the university will organize
the program for learning culture in the next time.

